Is Homosexual Activity Normal?

By Dr. E. R. Fields

* Homosexuals first brought AIDS to America.
* Homosexuals have spread deadly hepatitis to heterosexuals.

"Gays in the military" - "gay rights" - "they are everywhere and are just like us" - this is the line promoted by the liberal press. Is homosexual activity good for the armed services, schools and society? Is this lifestyle as desirable as a heterosexual relationship?

The press, schools, politicians and even some churches are parroting the line that homosexuality is no different than the union between a man and woman. The graphic details and consequences of homosexual practices have been suppressed in all discussion and debate, even that of Congress considering the desirability of allowing them in the military. What are these dangers?

What Homosexuals Do

AIDS first became pandemic through the sexual activity of homosexuals and from them it was spread to other segments of the population. Were it not for the homos, this menace would have never swept America and Europe as it is mainly spread through their bizarre and unsanitary sexual practices. Homo "bi-sexuals" and homo IV drug users are infecting the heterosexual population with AIDS! All evidence now shows that this disease is beyond human control.

Despite this plague, liberals maintain that there is no difference between heterosexual sex and homosexual sex. To avoid shocking normal people with the manner in which this disease is spread among homosexuals, the press simply does not detail any of their abominable practices.

The following is very graphic and is not proper reading for children or those with sensitive constitutions.
1) **Oral Sex** is practiced by all homosexuals. In most such acts, they ingest semen. Semen contains the same germs carried in the blood system. As a result, consuming semen poses the same risk to health as would the consumption of raw human blood.

2) **Anal Sex** is practiced by 90% of homosexuals and two-thirds participate regularly according to the Corey and Holmes study. The group studied had an average of 110 different sex partners and 68 rectal encounters per year.

During anal intercourse, the rectum becomes a mixing bowl of saliva, feces, semen and all of the germs from these sources. Since the rectal wall is only one cell thick, tearing of the anal wall frequently occurs allowing direct access to the blood stream of these contaminants. **This can also transmit hepatitis-B, another deadly communicable disease that can be easily transmitted to innocent people through food service**, a favorite career of homosexuals.

3) **Fisting** is the homosexual practice of inserting the hand and/or arm into the anus. In the kinky sex frequently practiced by homosexuals, various "sex toys" are used as well as bottles, carrots, cucumbers and even live gerbils. In large cities where homosexuals tend to congregate, hospital emergency room workers are routinely called upon to extract such foreign objects from their rectums. Damage is frequently done that is not easily repaired by surgery. Some are so badly maimed in the course of such activity that they are forced to wear colostomy bags for the rest of their lives!

4) **Fecal Sex** is practiced by 80% of gays. They lick or insert their tongues into the anuses of partners and ingest feces. Half of these admit to such loathsome practices on a regular basis. Dr. J. Elford of London in his 1992 study found that homosexuals continued this practice, which they call "rimming," at the same level as in his 1984 study.

**This bizarre, un-European practice of ingesting feces is the chief cause of hepatitis and parasitic infections common among homosexuals.** According to the San Francisco Department of Public Health, 70 to 80% of that city’s 75,000 cases of hepatitis are among homosexuals. The Centers for Disease Control issued a report on hepatitis among gays and found that they are carriers of this disease in 29% of the cases in Denver, 66% in New York, 56% in Toronto, 42% in Montreal and 26% in Melbourne. Hepatitis is highly communicable and is spread by unsanitary conditions. It kills by destroying the liver.
Homosexuals are by nature exhibitionists. Here they desecrate St. Patrick's Cathedral in New York City by spitting on the steps and cursing the church. While these gays appeared in women's underwear, others cavorted in the nude as police did nothing on orders from the Mayor's office.

Innocent people are in danger of hepatitis infection from homos who work in great numbers as cooks and waiters at restaurants.

Medical authorities, writing in publications oriented to homosexuals, named the chronic infection of gays with various intestinal parasites the "gay bowel syndrome." Similarly, the eating of feces has been blamed for causing typhoid fever, herpes and cancer. Some 10% of gays admit to the practice of deliberately eating feces and/or drinking contaminated enema water!

5) Urine Sex is practiced by 29% of gays who call it "golden showers." This is drinking or being splashed with urine, a highly toxic substance. Death can occur from urine consumption.

6) Sadomasochism is a pastime for 37% of homosexuals. This is giving or receiving torture for sexual pleasure. Many deaths in cities with a large homo population have been attributed to "accidental" strangulations and related causes during the course of a session of S & M sex. In San Francisco, "concerned" medical authorities felt it necessary to
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Actual covers of two books used to promote homosexuality under the guise of the "Rainbow Curriculum" in New York City. Homosexual relations are depicted as being normal and even superior to those between a man and woman. These books are promoted by "mainstream" groups such as the National Education Association.

conduct, at taxpayer expense, classes in Sadism and Masochism for "gays" in the belief that it would prevent "accidental deaths." In such classes, they learned how to tie up a partner without cutting off circulation.

7) Anonymous Sexual Encounters with strangers in public restrooms is practiced by 41% of gays while 60% commit such acts with strangers in so-called "bathhouses." During these already high-risk encounters, some 64% admit to using illegal drugs. In one study of 824 promiscuous gays, Dr. Steven Morin found that the media-promoted "safe sex" campaign resulted in their reducing their appetite down from an average of 70 to 47 sexual encounters per year.

A Corey and Holmes study in Seattle during 1992 found that the average homosexual in one year sodomized 108 males and swallowed semen from 48 of them. They allowed 68 males to penetrate their anus with the penis and ingested feces from 19 partners. Not surprisingly, during the period of this study 10% contracted hepatitis B and 7% got hepatitis A.

Medical Consequences of Homosexual Activity

The aforementioned promiscuous and unsanitary activity leads to some 78% of gays contracting sexually transmitted diseases. Depending on the city, some 39% to 59% have been infected with intestinal parasites such as worms, flukes and amoebae. These types of infections are usually widespread only in the backward nations of the Third-world, where they are spread through filth and ignorance.

Unnatural sexual activity of the homosexuals is the sole reason that as late as 1992, 83% of the total AIDS cases in the United States were still
among homosexual/bisexual males. Bisexual males are the main vector of transmission of this dread disease into the straight community, through normal heterosexual activity with a luckless female who may then develop the disease herself. Although any person can become infected with AIDS, gay sex is like playing Russian roulette as the injury done to the body in the course of such activity will help the AIDS virus gain entry.

It is difficult (but not unknown) for homos to transmit AIDS to innocent people through non-sexual contact but they can very easily transmit other loathsome diseases. The great preference for homos to gain employment as food service or medical workers should be cause for concern. Hepatitis, tuberculosis, intestinal parasites and other diseases can be contracted from infected persons handling food or even by being in close proximity to them! Instead of preventing such persons from contact with food or patients, the pro-homosexual Clinton Administration has passed laws preventing their removal from such positions under the guise of "preventing discrimination."

Safe Sex for Gays a Hoax

The very nature of homosexuality cripples any feebve efforts by sympathizers to insure that they practice "safe sex." Homosexuals are by nature promiscuous and many take great pleasure in orgies, sadomasochism and anonymous sex with strangers.

In large cities with a sizeable homosexual contingent, "business establishments" catering to their unnatural cravings have sprung up like so many poison mushrooms after a spring rain. These establishments, such as the well-known "gay bath houses" and the lesser known "rental torture chambers", replete with whips, chains, sex toys and leather goods for "putting a lover in bondage" are popular and respected parts of the gay subculture. Woe be unto any urban politician who attempts to close down such businesses, for they will find a cohesive, organized and concealed bloc of militant activists eager to destroy his or her political career.

Gays Have Far Shorter Lifespans

Dr. P. Cameron of The Lifespan compared 6,211 obituaries from 16 homosexual publications with those from regular newspapers over a 12 year period. He found that the median age for death of White, married men is age 75 and for married White women, 79. This means that 50% live longer than this age.
In Dr. Cameron's study, the median lifespan of gay males is only 42 years with only 9% living past age 65. If AIDS is the cause of death, the median age drops to 39. Lesbians have a median lifespan of age 45 with only 24% living past age 65.

**Violent Death More Common**

Gays are 100 times more likely to be murdered, usually by other gays. They commit suicide 25 times more often and have a traffic-accident death rate 19 times greater than heterosexual men. This indicates that there are severe emotional problems associated with homosexuality. Prior to the current era of political correctness, homosexuality was defined as a mental illness by the American Psychiatric Association. Similarly, 21% of lesbians die of murder, suicide or accident. This is a rate 534 times higher than that of heterosexual White females, aged 25 to 44.

**Mass Murders Frequently Involve Homosexuals**

Keeping in mind the previously discussed prevalence of bizarre sexual practices among homosexuals, we find that many of the notorious mass murderers of recent memory are homosexual. Well known examples are the recently executed John Wayne Gacy in Illinois, cannibal-sex killer Jeffery Dahmer and Atlanta child killer Wayne Williams. In the cases of Dahmer and Gacy, the young male victims of these predators were subjected to fiendish sexual torture in basement dungeons before being strangled and in Dahmer's case, they were eaten. There are many gay serial killers waiting on Death Rows across America for their trip to the death chamber.

**Homosexuals Prey on Young Boys**

"Sex before eight-before it's too late" is the rallying cry of a new species of organized pervert - the pedophile. Although it is not widely known to normal people, thanks to a blackout by the liberal mass media, militant and self-righteous groups with names like the North American Man-Boy Love Association (NAMBLA) and Pedophiles Anonymous (PAN) have leapt from the closet to swell the ranks of the more accepted "mainstream" gays.

Far from being an embarrassing fringe group, NAMBLA has thousands of members who hold public meetings demanding an end to restrictions on their loathsome behavior. Many of these pedophiles import child pornography to America from countries where such despicable activity has the protection of
liberal governments such as Holland and Denmark.

At a recent homo parade in New York City, NAMBLA members were enthusiastically welcomed to the event from which more cautious gays had quietly sought their exclusion. Led by a public school teacher whom the authorities had unsuccessfully tried to oust for his sexual appetites, the NAMBLA contingent openly cavorted with fellow homos, many of whom were totally naked, as they spat and jeered at St. Patrick’s Cathedral on Fifth Avenue.

Groups promoting such crimes slyly advise their adherents in the best ways to gain the confidence of children. Some of the methods by which deviates entice children are through obtaining positions of trust, such as school teachers, ministers or boy scout leaders. One should bear in mind that a Clinton Cabinet member, the San Francisco lesbian Roberta Achtenberg, waged a two-year vendetta against the Boy Scouts for their refusal to allow homos to be scout leaders there. Clearly, the worst types of perverts have powerful allies.

Since homos do not reproduce, they must recruit the young into their ranks. Although there may be debatable evidence that some of the more effeminate homos may have indeed been genetically programmed that way, homosexuality is far more likely to be an acquired perversion. Liberals who use proclamations from mental health organizations to "prove" that "homos are normal" are doing a great evil to the innocent young people targeted for seduction by homosexuals!

The daily press and mass media have ridiculed efforts by decent citizens to protect their children from these predators and have only briefly reported on the existence of the organized child molesters’ lobby. One would be tempted to say that the masters of the media are deliberately protecting groups like NAMBLA.

Homosexuality a Menace to Civilization

Throughout history, we find that when the homosexuals come out of the closet to flaunt their aberrant lifestyle in the face of normal people, that society is in rapid decline.

All civilizations are the creation of heterosexuals. When the civilizations reach the point where males are no longer builders, warriors and fathers, the cancer of homosexuality makes its appearance. Soft living encourages the onset of this degeneracy. Greece and Rome were two great ancient civilizations which collapsed in part due to effeminization and homosexuality.

Patriots should condemn homosexuality as a threat
to the family and the nation itself. They comprise a major part of the liberal-minority coalition that is arrayed against Christian Conservatives.

Instead of nurturing wholesome families as the foundation of a healthy society, our corrupt government panders to the ultimate symbols of our society's decay: the festering growth of the homosexual element. The liberal press and Clinton Administration actually encourage homos by promising them special rights.

Although it is too early to determine its ultimate result, the unprecedented rise of the AIDS pandemic that stalks the homosexuals like a giant grim reaper could be their downfall. As the numbers of deaths from this disease escalate, even their friends will begin to shun them as the disease spreaders that they are.

In conclusion, there is really one great question regarding homosexuality - IS IT NORMAL? Upon examining the revolting record of their sexual practices and the deadly danger it poses to the innocent, we can conclude that it is NOT normal and is thus PERVERSION. It should be cast out of a healthy society forever.
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